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Gas-phase zwitterionic amino acids were formed in complexes of underivatized �-cyclodextrin
through reactions with a neutral base, n-propylamine. The reaction was performed in the
analyzer cell of an electrospray ionization-Fourier transform mass spectrometer. Most of the
natural amino acids were studied with three cyclodextrin hosts including �-, �-, and
�-cyclodextrin to understand better the structural features that lead to the stabilization of the
zwitterionic complexes. Molecular dynamics calculations were performed to provide insight
into the structural features of the complexes. The rate constants of the reactions were obtained
through kinetic plots. Examination of both L- and D-enantiomers of the amino acid showed
that the reaction was enantioselective. The reaction was then employed to analyze mixtures of
Glu enantiomers naturally occurring in the bacteria Bacillus licheniformis. (J Am Soc Mass
Spectrom 2006, 17, 442–452) © 2006 American Society for Mass Spectrometry

Cyclodextrins (CDs) are torus-shaped, cyclic sug-
ars that form inclusion complexes in solution [1,
2]. The most common forms of CD, �-CD, �-CD

and �-CD, are composed of 6, 7, and 8 �-1,4 glucose
subunits, respectively. The CD environment is charac-
terized by a hydrophobic cavity and a hydrophilic rim.
In solution, the cavity of CD provides a receptive host
for the incorporation of hydrophobic compounds to
form a host/guest complex [3–5]. The use of electro-
spray ionization, a soft ionization technique, allows the
transfer of these intact complexes as charged species
into the gas-phase. Mass spectrometry provides a rapid
and sensitive diagnostic tool for evaluating CD inclu-
sion complexes based on the ion signal of the corre-
sponding m/z value [6–11].
The study of gas-phase complexes provides a rela-

tively well-defined system for studying intermolecular
interactions. It also allows better understanding of the
intrinsic properties of noncovalent complexes [12]. Cy-
clodextrin complexes are particularly attractive as they
provide highly defined if not rudimentary systems for
studying host-guest complexes. For these reasons, they
have been used as models for enzyme-substrate inter-
actions as well as solvation shells for the stabilization of
highly energetic structures [13]. CDs have also been
proposed as potential drug delivery devices [3–5].

These studies could provide further characterization for
these types of applications [14].
Gas-phase complexes of tri-O-methyl �-cyclodextrin

(�-CD*) and di-O-methyl �-cyclodextrin (�-CD°) with
protonated amino acids (AA) undergo exchange reac-
tions°with°amines°in°the°gas-phase°[15,°16].°For°exam-
ple, the protonated �-CD* -amino acid complex,
[�-CD*:AA � H]�, reacts with an alkyl amine to pro-
duce the protonated �-CD*-alkylamine complex and a
neutral amino acid, which is released from the �-CD*
cavity°after°proton°transfer°(Scheme°1).°The°net°reaction
is the replacement of the amino acid by the alkylamine
in the cavity of �-CD* resulting in a gas-phase guest-
exchange reaction. The interactions of the guest mole-
cule with the hydrophobic cavity and the hydrophilic
rim of CD are known to play important roles in stabi-
lizing°the°charge°on°the°protonated°amino°acid°[11,°17].
The intermolecular hydrogen bonding interaction be-
tween the hydroxyl groups in the CD ring and the
positive charge on the amino acid result in very stable
complexes. In order for the exchange reaction to occur,
the proton of the amino acid must be transferred to the
amine. This proton transfer between the protonated
amino acid and the gaseous amine is the essence of the
exchange reaction. The equilibrium of this reaction is
dictated by both the relative gas-phase basicities of the
amine gas and the amino acid as well as the structural
characteristics of the CD:AA guest/host complex.
We have previously shown enantiospecific gas-

phase guest-exchange reactions utilizing permethylated
cyclodextrin and discussed the structural and chemical
characteristics of the guest and host that lead to enan-
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tioselectivity. Using this reaction, we probed the struc-
ture°of°gas-phase°complexes°[16,°18,°19]°and°determined
enantiomeric excess of amino acids and pharmaceutical
compounds°[14,°20,°21].°Subsequently,°other°gas-phase
methods have been used for determining enantio-
specificity°[22].°Radiolysis,°Fourier-transform°ion°cy-
clotron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICR-MS),
and resonance-enhanced multiphoton ionization
time-of flight (REMPI-TOF) spectroscopy are tech-
niques previously used for gas-phase chiral recognition
[12,°23–28].°Cooks°et°al.°performed°gas-phase°chiral
analysis of enantiomeric amino acid mixtures by using
competitive fragmentation of trimeric transition-metal-
bound°complexes°with°mass°spectrometry°[29°–37].°In
this method, protonated diastereomeric complexes con-
taining transition-metal molecules and enantiomers of
analyte were generated in solution and then transferred
to gas-phase where they underwent collision induced
dissociation (CID). The relative stability of the diaste-
reomeric complexes were revealed by their different
dissociation patterns. Recently, it was found that the
type of binding ion plays a key role in chiral recognition
[38,°39].°Sawada°et°al.°utilized°modified°crown°ether°as
a chiral selective compound, which formed noncovalent
diastereomeric adducts with analyte enantiomers. The
quantification was done by measuring the relative peak
intensity°of°the°complexes°in°mass°spectrometer°[40°–
47].°Speranza°applied°ESI-MSn° CID°and°REMPI-TOF
methodologies to measure the fragmentation thresholds
of°diastereomeric°clusters°[19,°23,°25,°32,°48,°49].°They
found that the chiral recognition was very sensitive to
cavity size and hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of
the°chiral°receptor°[24,°50].°The°same°group°also°used
gas-phase guest exchange reactions between diastereo-
meric°adducts°and°chiral°or°achiral°reactants°[27,°51–53].
The existence of the zwitterionic species in the gas-

phase using underivatized cyclodextrin (CD) as a sta-
bilizing°agent°has°previously°been°shown°[13].°Until
this point most guest exchange reactions were per-
formed with permethylated or partially methylated
CDs. An additional reaction channel is observed corre-
sponding to the formation of a ternary complex
(Scheme°2)°when°complexes°of°amino°acids°and°underi-
vatized �-cyclodextrin, [�-CD:AA � H]� are reacted
with alkyl amine. The ternary complex consists of a

�-CD with both the protonated amino acid and the
alkyl amine reagent complexed to the CD host, [�-CD:
AA:Base � H]�. It was concluded that the ternary
complex is the product of gas-phase zwitterion forma-
tion°[13].°The°possible°interactions°in°the°complexes°are
shown°in°Scheme°3 and°Scheme°4.°The°neutral°species°of
amino acids are more stable relative to the zwitterionic
form in the gas-phase due to the unfavorable separation
of°charge°states°[54°–57].°However,°the°unique°interac-
tions in cyclodextrin provide an environment that is
capable of stabilizing the amino acids in the zwitterionic
form. The intrinsic properties of zwitterionic amino
acids are of fundamental interest as they affect the
general°properties°of°proteins°[58,°59].
In this paper, we detail the structural and chemical

requirement for zwitterion formation and investigate
the enantioselectivity of the zwitterion formation. Sev-
eral oligosaccharide hosts are examined to assess the
different host structures’ abilities to stabilize zwitterion
formation in complexes of amino acids.

Experimental

Materials

All L-amino acids were purchased from Research Plus
Inc. (Denville, NJ). All D-amino acids, n-propylamine,

Scheme 1. The gas-phase reaction of the amino acid complex
with derivatized �-cyclodextrin (both �-CD* and �-CD°) react
with gaseous amines. The amino acid is replaced by the alkyl
amine base in the cavity of the �-cyclodextrin.

Scheme 2. Two reaction pathways exist for protonated com-
plexes of underivatized �-cyclodextrin, [�-CD:AA � H]�, a guest
exchange reaction and ternary complex formation.
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Scheme 3. Proposed structure of gas-phase zwitterionic amino
acid in the cavity of cyclodextrin (represented as a toroidal cavity).
The positive charge of the protonated amine is suspected to
coordinate with the carboxyl group of the amino acid. The
zwitterionic amino acid is then stabilized through hydrogen
bonding to the cyclodextrin lower rim.
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Scheme 4. The hydroxyl groups of the cyclodextrin host can
stabilize the salt bridge-zwitterionic complexes through hydrogen
bonding.
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ethylenediamine, underivatized �-cyclodextrin (�-CD),
underivatized �-cyclodextrin (�-CD), and underiva-
tized �-cyclodextrin (�-CD) were obtained from Sigma
Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO). Underivatized maltohep-
taose was purchased from Aldrich Chemical Co. (Mil-
waukee, WI). Glacial acetic acid was purchased from
Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). All chemicals were
used without further purification. The silica tubing
used for the microspray tips was obtained from Polymi-
cro Technologies Inc. (Phoenix, AZ).

Gas-Phase Reactions

All the experiments were performed on a home-built
external source electrospray ionization Fourier trans-
form mass spectrometer (FTMS) equipped with a 4.7
tesla superconducting magnet. The instrument has been
described°in°detail° in°previous°publications°[60,°61].
Solutions of the cyclodextrin (0.01 M), maltoheptaose
(0.01 M), and the amino acids (0.01 M) were prepared in
a 50/50 (vol/vol) water/methanol solution. The oligo-
saccharide:amino acid complex solutions were pre-
pared by mixing the cyclodextrin with a 10- to 50-fold
excess of the amino acid. The final concentration of
cyclodextrin in the solution was 1.0 � 10�5 M. An
aliquot of 0.5 �L glacial acetic acid was then added to
the solution. The complex solution was applied to the
electrospray ionization source at a pump rate of 15�20
�L/h. The electrospray voltage was 2.05 kV. The tem-
perature of the desolvating capillary was maintained at
150�180 °C. The alkyl amine was introduced to the ICR
cell by a variable leak valve after several freeze-thaw
cycles to a pressure of 1�3 � 10�7 torr. The gas-phase
reaction was monitored as a function of time; the rate
constants were obtained from the pseudo-first-order
kinetic plots by plotting ln(I/I0) versus t, where I is
the intensity of the complex of amino acid and
cyclodextrin at time t and I0 is the sum of the
intensities of the complex, the exchanged product,
and the ternary product.

Molecular Dynamics

Molecular dynamics calculations were performed using
the InsightII/ Discover program (Biosym Corp., San
Diego, CA). For global minimization, heating/anneal-
ing cycles were performed using consistent valence
force field (CVFF) to optimize the structure of underiv-
atized �-CD:amino acid complexes. The details of these
methods°were°published°previously°[16,°62].°To°create
the ternary complex with underivatized �-CD, the
�-CD:amino acid complex structure was obtained
through the same heating/annealing cycles. The lowest
energy structure from the calculation was then used by
removing the proton from the carboxyl group of the
amino acid in the CD to the alkylamine placed in the
proximity of the narrow rim. This complex was opti-
mized without the heating/annealing cycles, which
tended to dissociate the ternary complex.

Results and Discussion

It was previously determined in this laboratory that
zwitterion formation in underivatized �-cyclodextrin
(�-CD) complexes was favored by amino acids with
higher gas-phase basicities (GBs), while those with low
GBs°favored°exchange°[13].°A°protonated°amino°acid°in
the CD cavity has at least two acidic sites, the neutral
carboxylic acid group and the ammonium group. In
amino acids with basic side chains, the side-chain can
also be involved. In complexes with amino acids of high
GB, deprotonation of the carboxylic acid becomes com-
petitive to yield the zwitterion species. Amino acids
with low GB, such as Gly, Ala, Cys, and Val yielded
only guest-exchange products in the �-CD host. No
reaction was observed when the amino acid was signif-
icantly more basic than the alkyl amine gas. For in-
stance when n-propylamine (nPA) is used as the base,
complexes of His, Lys, and Arg with �-CD do not react
at all. In order for these amino acids to react, a more
basic compound such as amine ethylenediamine (EDA)
was needed.
Gas-phase basicity is not the only factor that dictates

the formation of zwitterions in CD. Structural compat-
ibility between the guest and the host molecules creates
the conditions for a CD “solvation shell” to stabilize the
zwitterion complex. To study this relationship, �-CD,
�-CD, �-CD, and maltoheptaose were examined to deter-
mine their abilities to stabilize the zwitterions. The cavity
size increases from the six-member �-cyclodextrin to the
eight-membered �-cyclodextrin. The average cavity
sizes have been determined to be 5.0, 6.2, and 7.9,
respectively°[5].°Maltoheptaose°(Mhep),°the°linear°ana-
log of �-cyclodextrin, was also examined.

The Effect of Host Molecule Cavity Size
on Zwitterion Stability

Table°1°lists°the°gas-phase°products°of°the°amino°acids
with the various host molecules. The amino acids are
listed°in°the°order°of°increasing°gas-phase°basicity°[63].
With �-CD, only proline forms the zwitterionic spe-

cies when reacted with the base n-propylamine (nPA).
This is evidenced by the dominant m/z peak corre-
sponding°to°the°ternary°complex°(Figure°1).°Present°in
the spectrum are the peaks corresponding to the ex-
change reaction [�-CD:Npa�H]� and ternary complex
formation [�-CD:Pro:nPA � H]� at m/z 1033 and 1148,
respectively. Also present in the spectra is the unreacted
complex of proline and �-CD, [�-CD:Pro � H]�, at m/z
1089.
The low-energy structure from CVFF modeling of

[�-CD:Pro°�° H]�° is° shown° in° Figure° 2a.° Pro° is° a
compact amino acid—one with the side-chain fully
encapsulated even in �-CD. Both the ammonium and
the carboxylic group can interact with the narrow rim
while allowing the narrow rim to further interact with
the incoming nPA. No other amino acid is able to
interact in this way. For comparison, the glutamic acid:
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�-CD complex, [�-CD:Glu � H]�, which did not yield
the°ternary°complex,°was°also°modeled°(Figure°2b).°The
most favorable structure for this complex places the
side-chain outside the cavity while still maintaining the
interaction between narrow rim with both amine and
the carboxylic acid groups. The side-chain prevents the
nPA from simultaneously interacting with the nascent
carboxylate and the narrow rim.

The cavity of �-CD is larger than that of �-CD, and
provides a less confined space for the amino acid. The
amino acids therefore have more freedom to rearrange

Table 1. Products from the reaction of the D-amino acid-
cyclodextrin(and maltoheptaose) complexes with nPA and EDA

Amino acid a-CD �-CD �-CD Mhep

Gly E E E E
Ala E E E -
Cys E E E/T E
Asp E E T -
Val E E E/T E
Glu E T T -
Leu E E/T(10:5) T E
Ser E E E/T E
Ile E E/T(10:2) T -
Pro E/T E/T(10:8) T E
Thr E E T E
Phe E E/T(7:10) T E
Asn E T T -
Tyr E E/T(2:10) E/T E
Gln E T T -
Met E T T E
Trp E T T -
His E T - -
Lys - T - -
Arg - T - -

E � Exchange product
T � Ternary complex product
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Figure 1. The reaction of [a-CD:Pro � H]� produced the ternary complex product [�-CD:Pro:nPA �
H]� with n-propylamine. The reaction time is 30,000 ms. The pressure of nPA was 1.7 � 10�7 torr.

Figure 2. Low energy structures of [a-CD:Pro � H]� (a) and
[a-CD:Glu � H]� (b) complexes. Pro was fully enclosed in the
host. Glu yielded a structure where the side chain protruded away
from the rim. (Color code for atoms: green � C; white � H; red �
O; blue � N). The lower rim is the narrow rim of CD.
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and to interact favorably and yield zwitterions. Of the
20 amino acids, only six did not form zwitterionic
products; Gly, Ala, Cys, Asp, Val, Ser, and Thr. In
general, amino acids of higher basicity can be stabilized
as zwitterions through formation of salt bridge with the
base. However, steric constraints within the �-CD hosts
are still evident as both Ser and Thr do not. Based on
basicity arguments, Ser and Thr should form zwitter-
ionic°complexes° (Table°1)°because°amino°acids°with
lesser GBs do form the respective ternary complexes.
Formation of the ternary complex with Ser and Thr is
constrained by the specific interaction of the guest with
the host. Molecular modeling of Ser in the �-CD cavity
suggests a host-guest interaction that prohibits the
simultaneous interaction of the protonated amine and
the carboxylic acid with the narrow rim—a requisite for
zwitterion°formation°[13].°Also°shown°in°Table°1°are°the
ratios of the exchange products to the ternary products
for the D-amino acids which undergo both reactions.
For Leu and Ile, a mixture of exchange and ternary
product were observed. In both cases the exchange
product is dominant, however the ratio of exchange
product to ternary product for Leu (10:5) was higher
than that for Ile (10:2) despite the slightly lower GB of
the° former° [63].° Tyr° and° Phe° yielded° a°mixture° of
exchange and ternary product with ratios of 2:10 and
7:10, respectively. Tyr has a greater GB than Phe, and
the reactions follow the known trend of compounds of
high basicity favoring the zwitterions product.
For the �-CD host, all amino acids with the exception

of°Gly°and°Ala°produce°the°zwitterion°complex°(Table
1).°In°contrast°to°�-CD,°where°the°spatial°constraints°of
the cavity limited ternary formation, the cavity of �-CD
is relatively spacious and can readily accommodate all
amino acid zwitterion complexes. The inability Gly and
Ala to form the ternary complex may simply be the
result of relatively low GB. Other amino acids, namely
Cys, Val, Ser, and Tyr, formed a mixture of exchange
and zwitterionic products. Cys, Val, and Ser have
relatively low GB and still yield guest exchange reac-
tions. Tyr, however, has a relatively high GB yet still
exhibited a mixture of products including those due to
exchange.
Maltoheptaose (Mhep), the linear analog of �-CD,

was also investigated as a host molecule. It is more
flexible than the closed cyclic structure and its “pseudo”
cavity provides a structure that can orient itself to better
interact with the guest molecule. In all amino acid/
Mhep complexes studied, only guest exchange reaction
product°was°observed°(Table°1).°Zwitterion°formation
does not occur in Mhep, possibly because its helical is
not amenable to the narrow-rim interactions found in
the cyclodextrins.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that

there are two factors determining zwitterion formation.
The first is the stabilizing interaction of the amino
acid-base salt bridge with the narrow CD rim. The
second requirement is a GB above a minimum thresh-
old. We have previously shown that bases more signif-

icantly than nPA increase the rate of reaction but not the
product°outcome°[13].°Zwitterionic°formation°requires°a
specific interaction between the amino acid and the rim
of the cyclodextrin with both the C- and the N-terminus
interacting with the narrow rim simultaneously. The
size of the cavity plays an important role in determining
this interaction. The small cavity size of �-CD cannot
provide the favorable interaction to yield zwitterions,
with the exception of proline. As the host cavity in-
creases in size, the number of amino acids yielding
ternary product increases. For �- CD, the five least basic
amino acids formed only gas-phase exchange products
with the base nPA. The six most basic amino acids
formed only zwitterion complex with nPA. Amino
acids of moderate basicity produced a mixture of ex-
change and zwitterion products. The zwitterion prod-
uct was favored by the majority of amino acids. Of the
17 studied, 11 formed only zwitterions product, four
formed a mixture of zwitterions and exchange prod-
ucts, and only the two least basic amino acids only
formed exchange reaction products. In general, the
larger cyclodextrins and the more basic amino acids
favor the formation of the ternary complex.
The relationship between cavity size and zwitterions

stability can also result from the larger number of
hydroxyl groups available for hydrogen bonding in the
larger host molecules. An increase in the number of
hydroxyl groups on the narrow rim of the host in-
creases° zwitterion° stability.°As° shown° in° Scheme° 4,
during the gas-phase zwitterion formation, the nascent
ammonium group of the alkyl amine remains attached
to the amino acid and stabilizes the complex. The
zwitterion is further stabilized by hydrogen bonding
provided by the hydroxyl groups on the narrow rim of
the cyclodextrin host. It is not possible to determine
specifically the number of hydroxyl groups necessary to
stabilize the zwitterionic species because of the struc-
tural constraints in the cyclodextrin.

Reactions of Amino Acids and Their Enantiomers

It has been reported previously that the rates of
reaction for the gas-phase exchange in derivatized
�°-CD° differ° among° enantiomers° [15,° 16,° 18,° 19].
Furthermore, molecular modeling calculations with
L- and D-enantiomers illustrate that the interactions
between the amino acid guest and the derivatized �-
CD°host°produce°distinct°complex°structures°[16,°18,
19].
This study investigates the rates of reaction for

underivatized �-CD:amino acid complexes, [�-CD:AA
�°H]�,°with°a°gaseous°base°(Table°2).°Specifically,°the
rate constants for reactions leading to the formation of
the zwitterion and exchange products for underivatized
�-CD complexed to L- and D-enantiomers of 14 amino
acids were determined. In these studies, nPA was used
as the basic reactant gas for 11 of the amino acids
studied. Ethylenediamine (EDA) was used for the three
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most basic amino acids studied, His, Lys, and Arg, as no
reaction was observed with nPA.
The rates of reaction were determined using solu-

tions of a single enantiomer. The intensity of peak, I,
corresponding to the amino acid complex, [�-CD:AA �
H]�, were monitored as a function of reaction time. The
rate constants were obtained from the pseudo-first-
order kinetic by plotting ln(I/I0) versus t, where I is the
intensity of the amino acid:cyclodextrin complex at time
t and I0 is the sum of the intensities of the complex, the
exchanged°and°the°ternary°product.°Figure°3°shows°the
FTMS spectra of both L- and D-enantiomers, [�-CD:Leu
� H]�, in the reaction with nPA at reaction times of 10
and 60 s. The Leu complex yielded both guest exchange
and ternary product. Comparing the relative intensities
of the exchange product and ternary product at 10 s, the
formation of the ternary complex is favored for both L-
and D-enantiomers. However, at 60 s, the ternary
complex is favored in the L enantiomer and the ex-
change product is favored in the D enantiomer of Leu.
It is evident that the ternary complex is the kinetically
favored product for both enantiomers. However, the
result at 60 s shows the exchange product is thermody-

namically favored for L-Leu and the ternary complex is
favored for D-Leu.
The kinetic plots for the reactions of L- and D-Leu are

shown°in°Figure°3.°The°kinetic°plots°depict°two°linear
regions having different slopes. The first region, be-
tween 0 and 15 s, has a greater slope than the second
region (time � 15 s). The existence of two reaction rates
can be explained by two reactions occurring simulta-
neously. During the first 15 s of the reaction, the
reactant, [�-CD:Leu � H]�, is being depleted by forma-
tion of the exchange and zwitterions products. After
15 s the slope of the kinetic plot becomes less steep and
is indicative of a single reaction pathway. Based on the
mass°spectra°of°[�-CD:Leu°�°H]�°at°10°and°60°s°(Figure
3),°it°can°be°deduced°that°the°reaction°pathway°leading
to formation of the exchange product persists after
zwitterion formation has ceased.
Molecular dynamic simulations of the [�-CD:Leu �

H]� complexes indicate that the protonated ammonium
group preferentially coordinates to the narrow rim of
the°cyclodextrin°[16].°Modeling°of°the°complex°resulted
in two low-energy structures, which suggests that the
complex may exist in two distinct forms. In one struc-

Table 2. Rate constants and enantio selectivity of amino acids complexed to �-CD

Amino Acid

�-CD �-CDm

kL kD kL/kD kL kD kL/kD

Ala 1.9a 0.54 3.5 2.4 1.5 1.6
—b,c — — — — —

Asp 0.014 0.0052 2.7 0.02 0.01 2
— — — — — —

Val 2.3 0.61 3.8 3.1 1 3.1
— — — — — —

Glu — — — 0.01 0.005 2
0.0058 0.0017 3.4 — — —

Leu 0.32 0.082 3.9 0.5 0.14 3.6
0.38 0.091 4.2 — — —

Ile 0.53 0.13 4.1 1 0.27 3.7
0.57 0.14 4.1 — — —

Pro 1.6 0.3 5.3
2.2 0.46 4.7

Thr 0.26 0.1 2.6
— — —

Phe 1 0.48 2.1 1.4 1.7 0.82
1.7 0.94 1.8 — — —

Tyr 0.0073 0.0062 1.2 0.019 0.029 0.66
0.011 0.01 1.1 — — —

Gln — — —
0.18 0.049 3.7

Hisd — — —
0.0043 0.0025 1.7

Lysd — — —
0.0058 0.0031 1.9

Argd — — —
0.0092 0.0039 2.3

aRate constant for exchange reaction values � 10�11 cm3/molecules
bRate constant for ternary complex formation values � 10�11 cm3/molecules
c“—” indicates this kind of reaction did not occur
dThe gas-phase reactions were carried out with ethlyenediamine instead of n-propylamine. Histidine, lysine and arginine won’t react with
n-propylamine due to their high gas-phase basicities.
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ture, known as the “threaded through” structure, the
ammonium group interacts with the narrow (lower) rim
and the carboxylic acid interacts with the wider rim. In
the other, called the “narrow-only” structure, both the
carboxylic acid and the ammonium groups interact
with° the° narrow° rim° [13].° These° two° forms° of° the
complex [�-CD:Leu � H]� are likely formed during the
ionization event and lead to different reaction channels.
A general correlation exists between the lowest energy

structure and formation of the ternary complex. Amino
acids that yielded the threaded-through structure only
produced guest-exchange products, while the narrow-
only structure produces mainly zwitterionic product.
The presence of two structures for L- and D-Leu is
reflected in the kinetic plots showing two rate constants.
The enantiomers of Glu, unlike Leu, reacted with

nPA to form only ternary product as shown in the mass
spectra°in°Figure°4.°Mass°spectra°at°reaction°times°t°�°5
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Figure 3. The FTMS spectra of [�-CD:Leu � H]� in the reaction with n-propylamine (nPA) and the
kinetic plots for D ((a) and (c)) and L ((b) and (d)) enantiomers. The Leu complex yielded both guest
exchange and ternary products. The kinetic plots ((c) and (d)) yielded two linear components with
different slopes. The existence of two reaction rates can be explained by two reactions occurring
simultaneously. The reaction time for the spectra shown here are 10,000 ms and 60,000 ms.
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and t � 60 s and the kinetic plots for the reactions are
given. The kinetic plots for Glu are notably different
than those of Leu, exhibiting a single line. This is in
accordance with the Glu mass spectra in which a single
product is observed corresponding to the ternary prod-
uct. Also, the reaction occurs at a noticeably slower rate
than Leu. One reason is that there is only one reaction
pathway depleting the [�-CD:Glu � H]� complex.
Another conclusion is based on the molecular model-
ing, which depicts the Glu carboxylic acid side-chain

interacting°with° the°CD°upper° rim° (Figure° 5).° This
hydrogen bonding renders additional stability to the
complex and lowers the reactivity.
The interactions leading to the formation of host/

guest complexes are very sensitive to the molecules’
structural and chemical characteristics. These character-
istics are also keys in zwitterion formation of amino
acids. Both amino acids and cyclodextrins are chiral
molecules, and together form stereoisomeric com-
plexes. The L- and D-amino acid enantiomers interact

Figure 4. The FTMS spectra of [�-CD:Glu � H]� in reaction with n-propylamine (nPA) and the
kinetic plots for D ((a) and (c)) and L ((b) and (d)) enantiomers. The Glu complex yielded only the
ternary product. The kinetic plots show single rate constants. The reaction time for the spectra shown
here are 5000 ms and 60,000 ms.
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with cyclodextrin in a unique manner, resulting in
reactivity differences for the complexes. It has previ-
ously been found that the kinetics of the gas-phase
exchange reaction in derivatized �-CD are different for
enantiomers. Molecular modeling calculations of L- and
D-enantiomers predict that the interactions between the
amino acid guest and the derivatized �- CD host
produce°distinct°complex°structures°[16,°19].
This study investigates the reaction kinetics of un-

derivatized �-CD:amino acid complexes, [�-CD:AA �
H]�,with the gaseous base nPA. The hydrogen bonding
ability of the CD host plays an important role in
complex stabilization. Underivatized �- CD, having
seven hydroxyl groups on the lower rim, provides
many additional interaction sites for the guest molecule
relative to derivatized �- CD. Probing the reaction
kinetics of underivatized and derivatized �- CD com-
plexes provides an understanding of the structural
factors determining reactivity.
The rate constants for reactions leading to the forma-

tion of the zwitterion and exchange products between
underivatized �-CD and the L- and D-enantiomers of 14
amino acids were determined. In these studies, nPA
was used as the basic reactant gas for 11 of the amino
acids studied. Ethylenediamine (EDA) was used for the
three most basic amino acids studied, His, Lys, and Arg,
as no reaction was observed with nPA. Important
information regarding the effect of structural features
on reaction kinetics was deduced.
The rates of reaction were determined using solu-

tions of a single enantiomer. The enantiomeric selectiv-
ity was calculated as the ratio of rate constants for the L-
and D-amino acids, kL/kD. Alanine produced only
exchange product, from which the selectivity was de-
termined to be 3.5. This value was slightly lower than
the other amino acids with alkyl side chains such as Val,
Leu, and Ile, which exhibited selectivities of 3.8, 3.9, and
4.1, respectively for exchange reaction. Leu and Ile also
formed ternary product and their selectivities, 4.2 and
4.1, respectively, were similar to those in the exchange
reaction,. This reaction trend can be explained by the

three-point°model°[16].°The°three-point°attachment°re-
fers to three factors, two attractive and one repulsive,
which dictate amino acid binding in the CD cavity. The
ammonium and the carboxylic acid groups are attracted
to the CD cavity and rim through hydrogen bonding,
whereas the steric interaction of the side-chain creates a
repulsive force. The repulsive interaction between the
host and the guest molecules increases as the side-chain
size increases. For complex stability, the overall attrac-
tive forces must dominate the repulsive forces between
the amino acid and CD. The attractive interactions are
maximized by optimizing the hydrogen bonding be-
tween the C and N-terminus and the CD cavity. The
repulsive force is minimized by orientating the side-
chain to reduce steric repulsion. Thus, the L- and
D-amino acids are forced to adopt unique conforma-
tions which lead to enantioselectivity.
The chiral selectivity of the aromatic amino acids is

much lower than those with alkyl side chains. Phenyl-
alanine and tyrosine showed enantioselectivity of 2.1
and 1.2 for exchange reaction and 1.8 and 1.1 for
zwitterion formation, respectively. This can be ex-
plained by the molecular modeling of Phe which illus-
trates that inside the cyclodextrin cavity, both the N-
and the C-terminus interact with the lower rim. The
inflexible phenyl ring is forced into similar, sterically
acceptable conformations for both enantiomers that do
not°contribute°to°stereo°selectivity°(Figure°6).
Amino acids Glu and Asp, which have acidic side

chains, display a high degree of enantioselectivity. Glu,
which produced only zwitterion product, had a selec-
tivity of 3.4. Contrastingly, Asp produced only ex-
change product and yielded a selectivity of 2.7.

Chiral Analysis Amino Acids from Bacillus
licheniformis Cell Wall

To demonstrate the application of this technique we
isolated the Poly-�-D-glutamyl capsular polymer from
the outermost cell periphery of the bacteria Bacillus
licheniformis and performed chiral analysis. The Glu

Figure 6. Low energy structures of [�-CD:Phe � H]� complex.

Figure 5. The low energy structure of [�-CD:Glu�H]� complex.
The interaction of carboxylic groups on the side chain of the amino
acids and the wide rim of cyclodextrin is evident and may have
caused the relatively slow reaction rate.
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polymer was first isolated and characterized by Troy
[64,°65].
In our experiment, the enantiomeric Glu mixtures

were obtained from Troy’s lab. A calibration curve was
constructed by analyzing known mixtures of L- and
D-Glu°enantiomers°(Figure°7).°The°parameters°of°alkyl
amine, its pressure, and the reaction time were opti-
mized for optimal enantioselectivity and short reaction
times. For the calibration curve, the Glu enantiomeric
composition was varied in this manner (L:D): 100:0,
80:20, 60:40, 40:60, 20:80, 0:100. Mass spectra for these
mixtures were obtained at the chosen reaction time (60
s). From the mass spectra, a calibration curve is con-
structed with the ordinate I/I0, with I as product peak
and I0 the sum of the reactant peak intensity and
product peak intensity. The abscissa is D/(D � L), the
D-Glu enantiomer mole fraction. Measuring the I/I0
ratio of an unknown mixture L-Glu and D-Glu under
the identical conditions to which the calibration data
were obtained allowed the corresponding unknown
mole fraction to be determined. This yields a 7.8% L-Glu
with the remainder being D-Glu. This result is in
excellent agreement with the previous results of 7�10%
L-Glu.

Conclusions

Gas-phase complexes of CD and amino acids represent
a model in which function, the ability to produce
zwitterionic forms, is dictated by structural parameters
of host/guest complex. It was found that the formation
of gas-phase zwitterions in CD was favored by amino
acids with high gas-phase basicities. Deprotonation of
the amino acid by the neutral alkyl amine forms a
salt-bridge complex, which is stabilized by the hydroxyl
groups°of°the°CD°lower°rim°(Scheme°4).°Stabilization°of
the ternary product necessitates interaction with the
cyclodextrin rim. The geometry and size of the host and
guest molecules specify the interactions that lead to the

conformation of the complex. The conformation then
determines reaction pathway, e.g., zwitterion formation
or exchange reaction that is favored. Larger host cavi-
ties and more hydroxyl groups on the narrow rim are
favorable to stabilize amino acid zwitterion in the
cavity. The linear oligosaccharide Mhep was unable to
stabilize any zwitterion species for amino acids. This
suggests that the interaction with the narrow rim of the
well-defined CD cavity creates a stabilizing environ-
ment for the zwitterion.
It has also been demonstrated that the two reaction

channels, zwitterion formation and guest exchange,
yield similar levels of enantioselectivity. However, in
general the enantioselectivity in the underivatized
�-CD complexes are higher than those for permethyl-
ated �-CD for the exchange reaction, albeit the rates of
reaction are also lower. In applications where enantio-
meric excess are desired, it may in some cases be more
beneficial to use underivatized cyclodextrin.
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